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We demonstrate for a photonic nonlinear system that two highly asymmetric feedback delays can
induce a variety of emergent patterns which are highly robust during the system’s global evolu-
tion. Explicitly, two-dimensional chimeras and dissipative solitons become visible upon a space-time
transformation. Switching between chimeras and dissipative solitons requires only adjusting two
system parameters, demonstrating self-organization exclusively based on the system’s dynamical
properties. Experiments were performed using a tunable semiconductor laser’s transmission through
a Fabry-Pérot resonator resulting in an Airy function as nonlinearity. Resulting dynamics were band-
pass filtered and propagated along two feedback paths whose time delays differ by two orders of
magnitude. An excellent agreement between experimental results and the theoretical model given
by modified Ikeda equations was achieved. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.
5043391
Photonic delay systems are of astonishing diversity and
have created a rich field of fundamental research and
a wide range of applications. Under a transformation
from time into pseudo-scape, their basic architecture
makes them equivalent to ring networks with perfectly-
symmetric coupling. For the first time we extend this
spatiotemporal analogy in experiments by adding a
second delay, 100 times the length of the first delay
line. Nonlinearity is provided by a tunable semicon-
ductor laser traversing a Fabry-Pérot resonator. Visu-
alized in 2D-space, we show the temporal evolution of
different chimeras and dissipative solitons. Experimen-
tal results excellently agree with numerical simulations
of the double-delay bandpass Ikeda equation. Based on
the attractors of multiple fixed-point solutions, we pro-
vide insight into the mechanism structuring the system’s
dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complex dynamical properties of high-dimensional
nonlinear systems continue to create new and fascinating
phenomena. Simple nonlinear equations or experimental sys-
tems are already capable of producing dynamics ranging
from highly coherent motion all the way to hyper-chaos,
in particular if they include time delays.1 Photonic sys-
tems provide paradigmatic examples, which have also great
potential for applications, for instance, delay-coupled semi-
conductor lasers.2 Recently discovered chimera states3,4 are
combinations of, both, chaotic and coherent motions within
a symmetric network of identical elements;5,6 they have
a)Electronic mail: daniel.brunner@femto-st.fr
been recently reviewed.7,8 This diversity stimulates not only
continuous interest in the underlying principles, but it has
also created a long-lasting output of novel applications. Non-
linear photonic systems have been identified as excellent
substrates for highly coherent microwave oscillators,9 chaos
encryption,10 neuromorphic processors,11,12 and regenerative
photonic memory.13
The complex motion of nonlinear dynamical systems
often reveal their underlying structure in the form of geo-
metric patterns. These are readily found in the spatiotempo-
ral dynamics of two dimensional (2D) substrates. Prominent
examples are dynamics of Belousov-Zhabotinsky diffusion
reactions,5 liquid crystal displays,14–16 or broad area semi-
conductor lasers.17–19 Yet, these phenomena are not lim-
ited to spatially extended systems, and comparable dynam-
ical objects exist in nonlinear dynamical systems coupled
to delay.1,20,21 Such nonlinear delay systems are heavily
exploited in photonic technology, i.e., in mode-locked fiber
lasers. Only recently, nonlinear delay dynamics have been
found to sustain stable laser chimera states20 as well as
dissipative solitons (DSs).21
Complex nonlinear dynamics found in delay systems
relies on the finite propagation speed of the signal along
the feedback path. In addition, the resulting propagation
delay establishes a mapping between temporal and virtual
space positions.22,23 After a normalization by approximately
the delay-time, consecutive sections of unity length can be
stacked. The results are dynamics in one continuous space
dimension with a second dimension representing integer
time.7,8,23,24 While spatially extended systems typically pos-
sess two dimensions, delay systems have so far been mostly
limited to a single virtual space dimension.1 Here, we over-
come this critical limitation and investigate pattern formation
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup and its nonlinear delay dynamics. (a) A semiconductor laser is subjected to two delayed optoelectronic feedbacks originating
from a short τ1 and a long τ2  τ1 delay line. The delayed signals are bandpass filtered and injected into the DBR section of the laser diode, dynamically
modulating its wavelength. (b) The optical emission is filtered by a Fabry-Pérot filter, creating an Airy function as the system’s nonlinear response. In a one
dimensional (1D) function g(x), the asymmetry of the Airy function results in multiple fixed points xs, xu and x0, identified by its intersection with the shown
first bisector (dashed line). (c) The 1D map’s bifurcation diagram obtained via xn+1 = g(xn) with integer time n, with resulting dynamics concentrated around
the system’s fixed points. Red arrows indicate attracting direction for positive or negative initial conditions, identifying the range of dynamics found on attractor
A1 (light blue) and A2 (light red). A1 corresponds to stable fixed point xs, A2 to an invariant attracting set born from the destabilization of initially stable fixed
point xu.
in a delay system coupled to two independent delays. A single
photonic nonlinearity is coupled to feedback originating from
two different feedback paths, where one delay exceeds the
other by two orders of magnitude.
We report on multiple types of chimeras and DSs in a 2D
virtual space consisting of a grid of coupled virtual photonic
nonlinear oscillators.24 Assigning the evolution of the sys-
tem’s 2D space to a third dimension, chimeras and DSs form
free standing three dimensional (3D) structures. Chimeras
create columns consisting either of a coherent steady state
or of chaotic dynamics, while the excitable nature of the
DS manifests itself in spatial chaos25,26 due to a random
spatial position.13,21 Extensive theoretical analysis accompa-
nies our experimental investigations. Using delay differential
equations (DDEs), we confirm our findings via an excellent
agreement between numerical simulations and the experi-
ment. Based on a reduced map equation, we identify the
distribution of the dynamical variable during a particular state
as the ordering mechanism of the different 2D dynamical
objects, i.e., 2D chimeras and DSs.
II. RESULTS
In Fig. 1(a), we schematically illustrate the experimen-
tal setup.20 A tunable semiconductor single-mode laser diode,
emitting at ∼1550 nm, is biased at its gain section with a
current of iact = 20 mA. The laser’s wavelength is control-
lable via a second electrode, which supplies current iDBR
to the distributed Bragg-reflector (DBR) section.24 As illus-
trated, the DBR electrode receives current from two sources
iDBR = iDBR0 + ix. iDBR0 is externally set to a constant value
of around 10 mA, fixing the central emission wavelength of
the tunable laser close to the middle of a continuously tun-
able wavelength-range. The second contribution corresponds
to the physical delay system’s dynamical variable ix, oscil-
lating over a range of ≈4 mA leading to a continuous and
linear tuning of the laser wavelength with negligible intensity
modulations. The laser’s optical intensity P0 is detected after
propagation through a Fabry-Pérot filter, making the detec-
tor’s photo current iP(λ, t) a nonlinear function of the laser’s
wavelength at present. Our system’s nonlinearity therefore
corresponds to
f (x) = β {1 + m · sin2 [2π(x + 0)]
}−1
, (1)
where β is a linear amplification. In our case, the Fabry-Pérot
nonlinearity is created by transmission through two parallel
reflective surfaces which create an optical filter due to opti-
cal interference; hence, f (x) is the nonlinear Airy function.
The spectral width of the filter’s transmission is determined
by m, which is a function of the resonator surfaces’ reflec-
tivity. Light back-reflected from the Fabry-Pérot or other
components within the setup is filtered out by an optical
isolator included on the laser-diode’s package. The model’s
dynamical variable x is unit-less and can be linked to the cor-
responding physical value ix via the laser’s tuning-response
(λ/mA) and the Fabry-Pérot’s sensitivity (1/λ). Physically,
constant offset 0 is proportional to iDBR0, dynamical vari-
able x to ix, and photocurrent iP to f (x). More details on the
system’s wavelength-tuning mechanism and the Fabry-Pérot
filter can be found in Ref. 24.
Photo-current iP is consecutively divided and delayed
along two delay lines with signal delays τ1 = 0.45 ms and
τ2 = 44.5 ms. Both delays were implemented using first-in
first-out memory blocks of a field programmable gate array
(FPGA), and we chose τ2 = 100 × τ1. The FPGA recombines
both delayed signals according to iD(t) = (1 − γ )iP(t − τ1) +
γ iP(t − τ2), where γ allows for relative weighting between
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the two delays. Finally, iD is bandpass filtered and scaled
with feedback gain β, creating current ix. The bandpass fil-
ter is characterized by a low pass filter with a response time
τ = 12.7 μs cascaded with a high pass filter, the characteristic
time of which is θ = 160 ms. The double delay loop is closed
by injecting ix into the laser’s DBR section.
In Fig. 1(b), we illustrate the nonlinear Airy function
together with the first bisector. The first bisector corresponds
to the diagonal line in the graph of the nonlinear function
g(x). In order to better understand the fixed points’ proper-
ties, we evaluate the system’s temporal evolution in discrete
time n, based on a temporally-discrete mapping according to
xn+1 = g(xn). Here, we use g(x) = f (x) − f (0) and investi-
gate the impact of constant phase-offset 0. The intersection
of the first-bisector with g(x) allows one to identify the map’s
fixed points.20 Multiples of those exist: one can be found on a
positive slope located in a flat plateau, another on a steep neg-
ative slope close to the transmission maximum. In Fig. 1(c),
we show the resulting bifurcation diagram for m = 4.7 and
β =1.6, which clearly demonstrates the impact which the
asymmetry of f (x) exerts upon the existence and stability of
these fixed points. The small positive slope around xs results
in the regular fixed-point attractor A1; the steep negative slope
around xu gives rise to a chaotic attractor A2 via a period-
doubling cascade as parameter β or 0 is varied to change
the dynamical solution. Dynamics around these fixed points
create basins of attraction, which are separated by the unsta-
ble fixed point x0. Within both basins, the system’s dynamical
variable covers ranges U[A1(0)] and U[A2(0)], indicated
via blue and orange areas in Fig. 1(c), respectively. Param-
eter 0 shifts function g(x) along the horizontal axis and as
such adjusts the ratio between U(A1) and U(A2). Combined
with the bandpass filter’s integrating effect, this ratio imposes
a global structure upon the dynamics.
To better reveal the underlying pattern of the sys-
tem’s nonlinear dynamics, we translate the purely-temporal
aspect’s of the previous discussion into a 2D spatiotempo-
ral frame. The objective of illustrating the system’s dynamics
in 2D pseudo-space is to clearly reveal symmetries con-
sequence of the double delayed feedback architecture. As
usual in bandwidth-limited systems, fundamental causality-
considerations demand that reaction follows perturbation after
certain temporal delay. A consequence of the system’s delay
architecture is that perturbations are the system’s own tempo-
rally delayed state (ignoring noise). Dynamics should there-
fore reveal structures on the scale of the delays plus a
causality-induced shift. We therefore introduce
t˜1(t) = t
τ1 + ρ1 , (2)
σ1(t) = t˜1 − t˜1, (3)
as temporal normalization treating the short delay. Small con-
stant ρ1 is of the order of the bandpass filter’s group delay,
thus approximately the low-pass filter’s characteristic time
τ  τ1; see Ref. 27. t˜1 is the floor of t˜1, i.e., the greatest
integer that is less than or equal to t˜1. Normalization accord-
ing to Eq. (2) therefore focuses on effects on timescales ∼τ1,
and σ1(t) is the position of t within the normalization window.
The continuous time trace is then sectioned into temporally
non-overlapping segments of length t˜1 = 1. Concatenating
these vectors creates a representation along σ1 as the 1D
pseudo-space, where the second dimension is integer time.
The impact of the long second delay now further struc-
tures the temporal evolution of the 1D pseudo-space, enabling
its transformation into the second pseudo-space dimension
according to
t˜2(t) = t˜1τ1 + ρ1
τ2 + ρ2 , (4)
σ2(t) = t˜2 − t˜2, (5)
K(t) = t˜2, (6)
where, as before, ρ2 is a small constant related to the low-
pass filter. The floor operator in Eq. (4) obtains the integer
time resulting from the 1D pseudo-space mapping by Eqs. (2)
and (3). Further scaling by the ratio between short and long
delay echos relates dynamical features to the long delay
line. Equation (5) finally maps scaled time t˜2(t) to the sec-
ond pseudo-space dimension σ2(t) in analogy of the first
time/pseudo-space transformation. As time t progresses, com-
plete frames in the (σ1, σ2)-plane are filled; K(t) of Eq. (6)
is the system’s integer time for its evolution in complete 2D
pseudo-space frames.28 A consequence of the floor operations
in the introduced mappings is that pseudo-space dimension σ1
is continuous, σ2 is discrete, and σ1, σ2 ∈ [0, 1].
A. 2D laser chimeras
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the temporal evolution of two
different types of chimeras found in our experiment. Param-
eters were β ≈ 1.4, 0 ≈ −0.6, and m = 33.5. In Fig. 2(a),
complex dynamics are broken into sections spaced by a steady
state lasting ∼τ2. As revealed by the second, shorter time
trace, dynamical motion inside a ∼τ2 window is further struc-
tured on temporal scales close to the short delay τ1. Generally
speaking, the system predominantly resides in a steady state of
the 1D-map model, regularly alternating with chaotic dynam-
ics. The stable fixed point dynamics are located on attractor
A1, while chaotic motion resides on the chaotic attractor A2.
At the chosen 0, the stable fixed point’s amplitude is less
than the amplitude range covered by dynamics along the
chaotic attractor. As a consequence, the majority of the time
the system resides close to its stable fixed point, from where
it makes excursions through the chaotic attractor’s complex
phase space. Globally, the pattern formed by these alterna-
tions is iteratively stable after the recurrence of the long
delay.
In order to reveal the globally stable character, the full
dynamical motion can be better captured after transforma-
tion into the spatiotemporal dimensions according to Eqs. (3),
(5) and (6), with the resulting 3D representation shown
in Fig. 2(c). Inside the (σ1, σ2)-plane, a region of chaotic
dynamics is enclosed by the stable fixed-point state. Along
the third dimension, we only show the boundary separating
chaotic and stable motion. Showing the evolution of this state
along the vertical discrete time dimension, and besides slight
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FIG. 2. Experimental laser chimeras. Asymptotic temporal waveforms of the chimeras during a long interval of the length 2τ2 and a zoom focusing on the
short delay interval of the length 2τ1 are shown in panels (a) and (b). Corresponding space-time dynamics and respective snapshots of the chimeras in their
2D-virtual space are shown in (c) and (d). Temporal evolution along the vertical dimension is accompanied by slow, chaotic breathing. Parameters are β ≈ 1.4,
0 = −0.6, γ = 0.5, m = 33.5 and β ≈ 0.7, 0 = −0.05, γ = 0.5, m = 33.5 for panels (a) and (c) and panels (b) and (d), respectively.
modifications, we demonstrate the long-term persistence of
this 2D structure. As shown in Refs. 1 and 24, our 2D spa-
tiotemporal system representation can be interpreted as a 2D
network of nonlinear oscillators, each oscillator experienc-
ing identical coupling and node parameters. Employing the
analogy to such a network of Kuramoto phase oscillators,
oscillators in the stable fixed point all share a common phase,
while in the chaotic state no such uniform phase relationship
exists. In our dual delay system, such symmetry breaking can
exclusively be attributed to dynamical properties; the devia-
tions from a perfect coupling symmetry, which can hardly be
avoided in a 2D substrate, can here be excluded. Combined
with the temporal stability, this identifies our dynamical state
as the first demonstration of a chimera state along two virtual
space dimensions of a double delay system.
Upon changing parameters to β ≈ 0.7, 0 ≈ −0.05, the
stable fixed point dynamics become surrounded by a sea of
chaotic motion, as can be seen from data shown in Fig. 2(b).
Similar to a harbor without physical walls inside a turbulent
sea, this island of tranquility stably exists for longer than
350τ2. We therefore find that parameter 0 is an essential
characteristic for the pattern formation in our system. Laser
chimeras with incoherent core arise in the case when U(A2)
is larger, while a larger U(A1) gives rise to the chimeras with
a coherent core. Finally, for equal sizes of U(A1) and U(A2),
we expect stripe-like chimera states. Both reported chimera
states were obtained for γ = 0.5, for which the short and
long delayed feedbacks have equal amplitude weights. We
generally find that chimera states arise under such balanced
amplitude scaling conditions for both delays.
B. Dissipative solitons
Upon further exploration of the system parameters, we
find that the chaotic attractor A2 can play a different, quite
counter-intuitive role. Changing the offset-phase to more neg-
ative values, the attraction-basin A2 continuously shrinks. As
a result, A2 loses its attracting property and is transformed
into an unstable Cantor set. The states available to our sys-
tem are therefore limited to the stable fixed point x0 and a
number of solutions arising under the influence of the attrac-
tor located in U(A2). Two characteristic examples of resulting
dynamical states are illustrated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Stable
fixed point dynamics occupy the majority of the system’s tem-
poral evolution, interrupted by isolated spike-like structures.
As we chose γ = 0.75, the long delay’s impact significantly
dominates over the short delay. Consequently, dynamics are
strongly regular on the τ2-scale but not on scale ∼τ1. We find
that dynamics can experience one spike [Fig. 3(a)] or multiple
spikes per delay τ2 [Fig. 3(b)].
Again, the global dynamical property can be better
appreciated after the 2D transformation. The single spike of
Fig. 3(a) corresponds to a single dissipative soliton (DS).21
The temporal evolution along the discrete long-time axis
[Fig. 3(c)] reveals that this particular DS is born from
chimera-like initial conditions which, in the course of time,
transform into the asymptotic waveform of the DS. Data
experiencing multiple spikes per σ2 correspond to multiple
DS structures; an example is shown in Fig. 3(d). Each of
the shown DS structure was obtained by resetting the setup
(blocking the laser beam), and multiple initializations of the
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FIG. 3. Dissipative solitons obtained experimentally. Panel (a) shows the transition of chimera-like initial condition to a single DS, while in panel (b) we
show multiple DSs. Asymptotic temporal waveforms of the solitons at the long delay time intervals and a zoom at the short delay intervals are shown on the top
of both panels. 3D space-time plots and respective snapshots in 2D of the DS are shown below. As illustrated by the multiple DS states of panel (b), DSs are
randomly located within the 2D space as they are induced by random initial conditions. Parameters were β = 1.4, m = 33.5, γ = 0.75, and 0 = −0.6.
system gave rise to different DS structures. Most DS observed
structures stably persisted over long time scales.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
For numerical simulations, we use a double-delayed
Ikeda equation including the integral term δ · ∫ tt0 x(ξ)dξ .
Physically, this integral term corresponds to adding a high-
pass filter which is essential for stable two-dimensional
patterns.20 The resulting equation is
ε
dx
ds
(s) + x(s) + δ ·
s∫
s0
x(ξ)dξ
= (1 − γ )f [x(s − 1)] + γ f [x(s − 100)] . (7)
Here, x(s) is the dynamical variable, f (x) is the nonlinear
transformation given by Eq. (1), s = t/τ1 is the normalized
time, ε = τ/τ1 and δ = τ1/ are small time-scale parame-
ters, with the time delay ratio set to τ2/τ1 = 100.24 Relative
amplitude scaling between the two feedback loops is provided
by γ . The numerical model is publicly available.29 We find
an excellent agreement between our experiment and numeri-
cal simulations based on Eq. (7) at parameters comparable to
the experiment. In the model, multiple yet strongly damped
echoes appear on a τ1-scale. Due to the inherent noise, only
three of such echoes can be recognized in the experiment.
Here, we would like to point out that in the case of DS we
analyze numerical simulations based on a narrower Airy func-
tion with m = 50. Under these conditions, DSs are stable in
a significantly larger region than for m = 33.5 as used in
the experiment. This allows for a more substantiated analy-
sis of the underlying phenomena, which is our objective. The
resulting insight is transferable to the experimental system.
In Fig. 4(a), we show the bifurcation diagram scanning
0 at m = 50, β = 1.6, ε = 0.01, and δ = 0.009. One can
clearly identify the regions where DS and chimera dynam-
ics can be found. The DS region (1 ≤ 0 ≤ 2) is located
left to the discussed transcritical bifurcation, where the sta-
ble fixed point xs is replaced by x0 (0 < −0.595). Chimeras
are only supported by the system when its steady state corre-
sponds to the fixed point xs (0 > −0.595). The DS, however,
requires that after the transcritical bifurcation some of the
system’s solutions stabilize. In region 1 ≤ 0 ≤ 2, we
therefore conclude that stable limit cycles arise in saddle-node
bifurcations.
We then analyze the stability of a single DS in detail using
the DDE-BIFTOOL package.30 In Fig. 4(b), the modulus of
the five largest Floquet multipliers is shown for different val-
ues of 0. The largest multiplier is real and always equal
to 1, corresponding to the motion along the limit cycle. All
other multipliers lie inside the unit circle, guaranteeing sta-
bility of the limit cycle. At the ending points 1 and 2 of
the DS interval, the second largest and exclusively real-valued
Floquet-multiplier approaches 1 following a standard square
root dependency. Solitons therefore disappear at these bound-
aries due to a fold limit cycle bifurcation: the stable limit cycle
is approached by an unstable one; they coalesce and annihilate
each other. We therefore conclude that in our system the single
DS structure arises via a fold limit cycle bifurcation. Details of
fold limit cycle bifurcations can be found in Refs. 31 (Chap.
5.3) and 32 (Chap. 6.3).
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FIG. 4. Numerical investigation. Panel (a) shows the good agreement
between the experiment and our numerical model for comparable parameters.
Panel (b) shows the five largest Floquet-multipliers for the single DS state
and their dependency on 0. The bifurcation diagram of the DS is shown
in panel (c). Increasing 0 enables the system to support more and more
DSs. Beyond a certain feedback strength, solutions containing few DSs are
damped. Parameters fixed in all numerical simulations: β = 1.6, γ = 0.83,
m = 50, ε = 10−2, δ = 9 · 10−3, τ2 = 100τ1.
Figure 4(c) shows the DS’s stability intervals containing
up to 64 DSs obtained via direct numerical simulations. The
existence window for a single DS-solution excellently agrees
with the Floquet-multipliers shown in Fig. 4(b). However, for
a range in 0, numerous solutions with different numbers of
DSs are supported by the system. The number of DS-solutions
therefore can be controlled via bias-offset 0, which agrees
well with limit-cycles originating from saddle-node bifurca-
tions as mechanism. The width in 0 of this region remains
almost constant. The different numbers of co-existing DS-
states for one 0 correspond to a large multi-stability, and our
simulations confirm that comparable fold limit cycle bifur-
cation scenarios occur for these multi-DS structures.31 Such
peculiar multi-stability resembles behavior in the neighbor-
hood of a saddle-focus homoclinic orbit with one unstable
direction along x(t − τ2) and a focus-spiraling behavior close
to the [x(t), x(t − τ1)]-plane. We have observed such a struc-
ture in our numerical simulations as well as in the experiment
for as long as the finite signal to noise ratio permits. Cycle
multi-stability is a well known behavior in the neighborhood
of saddle-focus homoclinic trajectories.33 Further analysis of
this complex issue is, however, beyond the scope of this work.
In our simulations, multiple DSs were seeded using initial
conditions based on the experimental data. Our simulations
however show that the underlying fold limit cycle bifurca-
tion scenario can be extended to arbitrary DS location in
the virtual 2D pseudo-space. We are therefore confident that
more efficient spatial distributions exist and one could sig-
nificantly increase the number of DS solutions, making such
systems interesting for optical memory.13 Finally, we would
like to stress that in addition to the DS we have also confirmed
the agreement between our developed numerical model and
data recorded from the experiment with regard to the chimera
states. When transformed into the space-time illustrations,
the agreement between simulations and experiment data is
excellent.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated long living complex
structures corresponding to chimeras and dissipative solitons
in a highly asymmetric double delay system. After a trans-
formation into a 2D pseudo-space, these dynamical states
manifest themselves as free standing columns along the third
dimension. It is the first time that this space-time analogy was
shown in experiments on double delay systems. We there-
fore report a broad range of different dynamics, which we
accompany with extensive numerical analysis. We provide a
general explanation of the mechanisms causing the structuring
of the system’s dynamics based on the attractors of the mul-
tiple fixed-point solutions. The size of these attractors which
the system’s covers by its dynamics imposes global forcing
to the dynamical solutions via the low-pass filter’s tempo-
ral integrating effect. We anticipate that dual-delay systems
and their related dynamical phenomena will represent a sim-
ple yet powerful tool for further investigations of complex
self-organized motions in two dimensions.
The perfect symmetry of networks implemented in dou-
ble delay systems is a fundamental asset and presents a unique
opportunity to compare two dimensional models and hard-
ware systems. Beyond the fundamental interest for the specific
behavior exhibited by double delay systems, the capacity
to generate and store complex high-dimensional yet stable
patterns might also open new possibilities to the currently
very active explorations into neuromorphic computing using
nonlinear systems. In this strongly emerging topic, during a
learning phase, complex patterns need to be generated and
then stored, e.g. for efficient and fast classification performed
by a convolution operation at the read-out layer of a Reservoir
Computer.11,34,35
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